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PROPERTY LOCATION

The property is located in the Larder Lake mining division approximately 3.5 km 
north of the Town of Kirkland Lake. The claims straddle the Teck-Bernhardt Twp. 
border between the 1 3A mile and 3 1A mile mark, and extend north 800m and south 800m 
from the border. This property lays among the many arms of Amikougami Lake which 
gives good access to much of the property. This area is in the Kirkland Lake Geologist 
district and can be found on NTS 42 A/1 with the geographic center being at 
approximately 800 04'W and 480 11 'N.

ACCESS

Heading north from Kirkland Lake on Goodfish Road for 6 km will bring you to a 
gravel road. Continuing north for 5 km brings you to a logging road heading west. 
Following this for 6 km will bring you to a boat launch at Lancaster Lake. Heading south 
from here for l 1A km by water will bring you to the northern border of the property.

CLAIMS

This property consists of nine unpatented mining claims #1206262, #1206409, 
#1206410, #1213916, #1225452, #1225887, #1213917, #1217798, #1217799, comprising 
26 claims units.

GEOLOGY

This area is in the southern Kinojevis Assemblage of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt. 
The rocks are predominantly greyish green to dark green pillow and flow basalts. There 
are many strike and cross faults in the area as indicated by ODM map 2193. Several 
gabbroic or dioritic mafic intrusives are in the area. As well, there is a large granite 
intrusive in the area of south western Bernhardt, north western Teck Twp., being the 
Winnie Lake Stock, which is west of this property.

PREVIOUS WORK

There was very little reported work on this claim group. Several old pits and 
trenches on the property would indicate prospecting activity, but no documentation could 
be found. Yellowknife Bear Mines drilled five short holes in the region of the northeast 
arm of Amikougami Lake in the 1960's but these failed to encounter any values, and 
broke into the lake bottom before going very deep.

Prospecting by the author of this report has resulted in the discovery of a fault 
zone with anomalous gold values in the region of the western border of CL 1225887*tb 
follow up on this showing, during the spring of 1997 a grid, picketed at 25M, was re 
established east of Amikougami Lake on claim #1206409 and #1206262. When ice
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conditions allowed in February of 1998 a grid was picketed on the northeast arm of the 
lake. A VLF survey was done over both grids. Follow up prospecting on this program 
failed to encounter an indicated fault as overburden depth prevented manual penetration 
to bedrock.

PRESENT WORK

During the winter of 1998-99 12km of grid picketed at 25m with 50m centers on 
the south western end of the claim group. This was done to define a possible fault feature 
located during prospecting in this area. The values obtained from this area were not 
anomolous, but the mineralization preset, 207o-3 (Yo pyrite, warranted examination because 
of its possible association to this fault feature. It was the aim of this work to try to track 
this fault onto the shore of the lake where more substantial work could be done,as this 
fault is exposed on a small island in the middle of the lake.

A VLF survey was done over this grid, taking readings of the in-phase and 
quadrature components of the vertical magnetic field every 12.5m. Approximately 810 
stations were read using a GEONICS EM-16 VLF RECEIVER*

SURVEY RESULTS*

Virtually all of the responses on the grid have been classified as topographic or 
edge effect. The flat quadrature phase associated with most of the in-phase cross-overs 
would tend to support this. A large generally dead area, running north-south between 
lines 14+OOw to 17+OOw, at the north end, down to between 15+50W to 17+SOw on the 
south end would tend to indicate a relatively deep, overburden-filled bedrock trench. This 
may be the topographic expression of a preferentially eroded north-south fault. The only 
noteable VLF conductors with proper in-phase and quadrature responses have been 
labeled "A", "B", "C".

Conductor A is the only multiple line conductor encountered. Because it lays 
completely in the lake and can not be correlated as of yet with a response on the shore, it 
will be difficult to identify the cause of this response. An island is close enough at line 
14+OOw at 6+25S to possibly permit a short drill hole with a small portable drill to test 
this area.

Conductor B is a one line response which appears to be on strike of the sample 
area but the lack of a response at line 14+SOw makes it difficult to correlate them with 
each other.

Conductor C is another one line response which may be fault related. It lines up 
well with a sharp outcrop valley on shore to the south west which may be the eroded 
surface expression of a fault feature.

*Please refer to appendix for more complete operational and interpretational theory



CONCLUSIONS

No conductors which can be considered significant at this time were encountered. 

RECOMENDATIONS

More geophysics with less sensitivity to topography and overburden effects 
should be done in this section of the claim group before drawing any final conclusions. 
Prospecting "down strike" of conductor "C" in the outcrop valley should be done when 
access permits. A short drill hole (l00'-125') with a portable drill would be most cost 
effective to test conductor "A" to see if more work is needed in this area.



SUMMARY OF EXPENSES

12 km grid chained *fe picked @210.007km..........................................52,520.00

VLF survey 9.9km @S130.007km....................................... ..51,287.00

Compilation and report 10 days @ SlSO.OO/dav...................................31.500.00
Total S5,307.00
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MEASURED QUANTITY

SENSITIVITY

RESOLUTION r 

OUTPUT

OPERATING FREQUENCY 

OPERATOR CONTROLS

POWER SUPPLY

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

EM16 SPECIFICATIONS

Inphase and quad-phase components 
of vertical magnetic field as a 
percentage of horizontal primary 
field, (i.e. tangent of the tilt 
angle and ellipticity).

Inphase:  1501 
Quad-phase:  404

 1*

Nulling by audio tone. Inphase in 
dication from mechanical inclinometer 
and quadphase from a graduated dial.

15-25 kHz (15-30 kHz optional) VLF 
Radio Band. Station selection done by 
means of plug-in units.

ON/OFF switch, battery test push 
button, station selector switch, 
audio volume control, quadrature dial, 
inclinometer.

6 disposable 'AA' cells. 

53 x 21.5 x 28 cm

Instrument: 1.8 kg 
Shipping: 8.35 kg

CAUTION:

EM16 inclinometer may be damaged 
by exposure to temperatures 
below -30"c. Warranty does 
not cover inclinometers damaged 
by such exposure.
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The VLF-transmitting stations operating.for communications 
with submarines have a vertical antenna. The Antenna current 
is thus vertical, creating a concentric horizontal magnetic 
field around them. When these magnetic fields meet conduc 
tive bodies in the ground, there will be secondary fields 
radiating from these bodies. (See Figures 3 4 4). This 
equipment measures the vertical components of these secondary 
fields.

The EM16 is simply a sensitive receiver covering the fre 
quency band of the VLF-transmitting stations with means of 
measuring the vertical field components.

The receiver has two inputs, with two receiving coils built 
into the instrument. One coil has normally vertical axis 
and the other is horizontal.

The signal from one of the coils (vertical axis) is first 
minimized by tilting the instrument. The tilt-angle is 
calibrated in percentage. The remaining signal in this coil 
is finally balanced out by a measured percentage of a signal 
from the other coil, after being shifted by 90 . This coil 
is normally parallel to the primary field,(See instrument 
Block Diagram - Figure 2).

Thus, if the secondary signals are small compared to the 
primary horizontal field, the mechanical tilt-angle is an 
accurate measure of the vertical real-component, and the 
compensation H/2-signal from the horizontal coil is a measure 
of the quadrature vertical signal.

Some of the properties of the VLF radio wave in the ground 
are outlined by Figures 4 thru 9.

ACCOMPANYING NOTES FOR FIGURES 2-9

FIGURE 2 is the block diagram of the EM16. The diagram is 
self-explanatory. Both the coils (reference and 
signal coil) are housed in the lower part of the 
handle. The directions of the axis of the coils 
are as follows: The reference coil axis is basi 
cally horizontal and is kept more or less parallel 
to the primary field during measurement. The 
signal coil is at right angles to the reference 
coil and its axis is, of course, vertical.

The signal amplifier has the two inputs, one 
connected to the signal coil and one to the refer 
ence channel. By tilting the coils, the operator 
minimizes the signal from the signal (vertical 
axis) coil. Any remaining signal is reduced to 
zero by the quadrature control in the reference 
channel. The signal amplifier has zero output
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FIGURE 2 Continued...

when both input signals are equal in amplitude 
and phase. Thus, the setting of the quadrature 
control for minimum output from *-He receiver 
indicates the relative amount of the quadrature 
signal of the vertical coil. The measured 
value does not depend on the absolute value of 
the signal, only the relative values are measured.

FIGURE 3 shows the proper planning of survey in relation 
to the direction of strike and primary field, 
direction of survey lines etc.

FIGURE .4 explains the time delay (phase lag) jrf of travelling 
electromagnetic wave above and in the conductive 
ground. The amplitude of the wave in the ground 
is also attenuated.

FIGURE 5 shows on the left the physical direction of the 
primary (Hx) and secondary (Hz ) field vectors in 
relation to conductive ground and target. The 
location of secondary current distribution in the 
target is shown schematically. We see that most 
current concentration is in the upper edge of the 
good conductor. The return secondary current is 
more spread due to the diminishing primary field 
in the conductive rock. On the right, the time 
vectors show the retarded phase of Hx in the 
target and the phase advance of the secondary 
field HZ compared to Hx . We must remember that the 
H2 will have additional phase lag when it penetrates 
back towards the surface.

This figure shows a positive real component of the 
Hz while the quadrature remains negative.

FIGURE 6 This graph shows the primary field attenuation in
nepers, relative amplitude and phase lag in radians 
of the primary field as function of depth and con 
ductivity of the ground. This graph is for 20 kHz.

FIGURE 7 shows the maximum obtainable amplitude Hz from a
sphere or horizontal cylinder as a function of the 
radius-to-depth ratio. The schematic on the left 
shows the depth determination for the spherical or 
cylindrical target.
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FIGURE 7 Continued...

The equation for the phase shift and attenuation 
of the primary field in conductive material, where 

is as follows:

0=6 where a = attenuation/ nepers/m 
0 = phase lag, radian/m 
u - 2Hf 
y s magn. permeability s 411x10

o — mhos /m

FIGURE 8 This graph gives the amplitude and phase shift of 
the field (in conductive media) as function of 
skin depth, 6 ~ I/a .

This equation gives the skin-depth in meters for 
certain conductivity and frequency. Normalize 
this to one, and the graph in Figure 8 gives the 
amplitude and phase shift of the wave at any 
relative depth.

FIGURE 9 The vertical field from a long wire source is 
plotted here. A vertical semi- infinite sheet 
target would be simulated this way. In practice 
it hardly works accurately due to the spread of 
the secondary current in the target because of 
the finite conductivity and the attenuation and 
phase shift of the primary field as function of 
depth.

-7
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SELECTION OF THE STATION

The magnetic field lines from the station are at right 
angles to the direction of the station. Always select 
a station which gives the field approximately at right 
angles to the main strike of the ore bodies or geological 
structure of the area you are presently working on. In 
other words, the strike of geology should point to the trans 
mitter. (See Figure 3). Of course,  45O variations are 
tolerable in practice.

Tuning of the EM16 to the proper transmitting station is 
done by means of plug-in units inside the receiver. The 
instrument takes two selector-units simultaneously. A 
switch is provided for quick switching between these two 
stations.

To change a plug-in unit, open the cover on top of the instru 
ment, and insert the proper plug. (Figure 10) Close the cover 
and set the selector switch to the desired plug-in.

On the following pages is a variety of information on the 
most commonly used (i.e. reliable) VLF Transmitters including 
transmission frequency, geographical location and their 
scheduled maintenance periods.



VLF Transmitter Information 

NORMAL MAINTENANCE PERIODS;

CBR 1000 to 1400 UT each Tue.

NAA 1200 to 2000 UT, testing 2000 to 2200 UT each Mon. (if, holiday falls on 
Mon., maintenance will performed preceding Fri.), may be off 1800 to 
2000 UT Thu.

NAU 1200 to 2000 UT each Wed.

NDT 2300 to 0900 UT first Thu.-Fri. of month, 2300 to 0700 UT all other Thu.-Fri.

NLK 1600 to 2400 UT each Thu. (1500 to 2300 UT during daylight saving time)

NPM 1800 to 0400 UT last Wed.-Thu. of month, 1800 to 0200 UT all other Wed.-Thu.

NSS No'longer in operation.

NWC 0000 to 0800 UT each Mon. (if holiday falls on Mon., maintenance will be
performed Tue.), may be off 0000 to 0400 UT Tue. (Wed. if holiday falls on 
Mon.)

For further information the U.S. Naval Observatory, Time Service Division, Washington, D.C. 

may be contacted at (202) 653-1525.

P) 
OQ 
tp
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VLF STATION INFORMATION

Station Frequency Location Co-ordinates Kw

FUO 
CBR 
JXZ 
NAA 
NAU
JJI 
NLK 
NPM
NWC 
UMS

15.1 Bordeaux, France
16.0 Rugby, England
16.4 Helgoland, Norway
-24.0 Cutler, Maine
28.5 Aguada, Puerto Rico
22.2 Ebino City. Japan
24.8 Seattle, Washington
21.4 Lualualei, Hawaii
22.3 N.W. Cape, Australia
17.1 Moscow, Russia

OOW48-44N65 
01W11-52N22 
13E01-66N25 
67W17-44N39 
67W11-18N23
130 0E46 l -32') 
121W55-48NI2
158W09-21N25
114E09-21S47 
37E01-55N49

500 
750 
350 

1000 
100

No 5' 500

600 
1000

Notes

1. Use of NAU (Puerto Rico) 28.5 kHz requires factory 
i modification of VLF instrument.

2. In the event that an EM16 unit is being returned 
to Geonics for:
- modification of frequency range to include 
NAU, 28.5 kHz, or

- addition of the 16R resistivity attachment,

please ensure that all station plug-ins are 
also returned, for proper calibration.
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GEOGRAPHIC USE OF VLF STATIONS

The following list of plug-ins are the standard plug-in crystals 
provided with the EM16 for the various areas listed throughout 
the world.

Europe

North America 
North
West 5 Alaska r 
Midwest 
East 
South

Mexico 5 Central America

South America 
North 
West

Asia 
East 
Central

Japan

Australia 
East

Africa 
j. North 

West 
Central 
East 
South

FUO CBR JXZ NAA UMS

NAA NLK 
NAA NLK 
NAA NLK 
NAA NLK 
NAA NLK

CBR
NPM

CBR 
NAU

NAA NAU NLK NPM

CBR NAA NAU 
CBR NAA NAU NPM

JJ3 NWC UMS 
FUO UMS

0*11 NPM NWC 

NWC NPM JO I

NAA NWC FUO CBR UMS
NAA NWC FUO CBR UMS
NAA NWC FUO CBR UMS
NAA NWC FUO CBR UMS NWC
NAA NWC (FUO CBR UMS 101 noise)
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FIELD PROCEDURE

Orientation a Taking a Reading

The direction of the survey lines should be selected approxi 
mately along the lines of the primary magnetic field, at right 
angles to the direction to the station being used. Before 
starting the survey, the instrument can be used to orient one 
self in that respect. By turning the instrument sideways, the 
signal is minimum when the instrument is pointing towards the 
station, thus indicating that the magnetic field is at right 
angles to the receiving coil inside the handle.(Fig.11).

To take a reading, first orient the reference coil (in the 
lower end of the handle) along the magnetic lines.(Fig.12) 
Swing the Instrument back and forth for minimum sound intensity 
in the speaker. Use the volume control to set the sound level 
for comfortable listening. Then use your left hand to adjust 
the quadrature component dial on the front left corner of the 
instrument to further minimize the sound. After finding the 
minimum signal strength on both adjustments, read the inclino 
meter by looking into the small lens. Also, mark down the 
quadrature reading.

While travelling to the next location you can, if you wish, 
keep the instrument in operating position. If fast changes in 
the readings occur, you might take extra stations to pinpoint 
accurately the details of anomaly.

The dials inside the inclinometer are calibrated in positive 
and negative percentages. If the instrument is facing ISO0 
from the original direction of travel, the polarities of the 
readings will be reversed. Therefore, in the same area take 
the readings always facing in the same direction even when 
travelling in opposite way along the lines.

i
The lower end of the handle, will as a rule, point towards 
the conductor. (Figs. 13 f- 14) The instrument is so calibrated 
that when approaching the conductor, the angles are positive 
in the in-phase component. Turn always in the same direction 
for readings and mark all this on your notes, maps, etc.

THE INCLINOMETER DIALS

The right-hand scale is the in-phase percentagede.Hs/Hp as 
a percentage). This percentage is in fact the tangent of the 
dip angle. To compute the dip angle simply take the arc 
tangent of the percentage reading divided by 100. See the 
conversion graph on the following page.

The left-hand scale is the secant of the slope of the ground 
surface. You can use it to "calculate" your distance to the 
next station along the slope of the terrain.
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(1) Open both eyes.

(2) Aim the hairline along the slope to the next station 
to about your eye level height above ground.

(3) Read on the left scale directly the distance necessary 
to measure along the slope to advance 100 (ft) horizon 
tally.

We feel that this will make your reconnaissance work easier. 
The outside scale on the inclinometer is calibrated in degrees 
just in case you have use for it.

PLOTTING THE RESULTS

For easy interpretation of the results, it is good practice 
to plot the actual curves directly on the survey line map 
using suitable scales for the percentage readings. (Fig.15) 
The horizontal scale should be the same as your other maps on 
the area for convenience.

A more convenient form of this data is easily achieved by 
transforming the zero-crossings into peaks by means of a 
simple numerical filtering technique. This technique is 
described by D.C. Fraser in his paper "Contouring of VLF-EM 
Data", Geophysics, Vol. 34, No. 6. (December 1969)pp958-967. 
A reprint of this paper is included in this manual for the 
convenience of the user.

This simple data manipulation procedure which can be imple 
mented in the field produces VLF-EM data which can be contoured 
and as such provides a significant advantage in the evaluation 
of this data.
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INTERPRETATION

The VLF primary field's magnetic component is horizontal. 
Local conductivity inhomogeneities will add vertical 
components. The total field is then tilted locally on both 
sides of a local conductor. This local vertical field is 
not always in the same phase as the primary field on the 
ground surface. The EH16 measures the in-phase and quadra 
ture components of the vertical field.

When the primary field penetrates the conductive ground and 
rock, the wave length of the wave becomes very short, maybe 
only few tens of meters, depending on conductivity and fre 
quency. At the same time the wave travels practically direct 
ly downwards. The amplitude of the field also decreases very 
fast, completely disappearing within one wavelength. The 
mac,-neticr field remains, however, horizontal.

Figure 16 shows graphically the length and phase angle of the 
primary field penetrating into a conductive material.

The phase shift in radians per meter and the attenuation in 
nepers per meter (1/e) is:

= a = l   ^ q J where w s 2 1 f
J V = MnWrs 4UxlO

o" — conductivity 
mho/m

Figure 16 also reminds us of the fact that all secondary fields 
have a small (or large in poor conductors) positive phase shift 
in the target itself due to its resistive component, and that 
the secondary fields have another negative phase shift while 
penetrating back to surface from the upper edge of the target.

The targets are located somewhere in the depth scale (phase 
shift scale in this case). Suppose we have a semi-infinite 
vertical sheet target starting from the surface. Figure 17 
shows that the total integrated primary field inphase and 
quadrature flux has a value of H- 0.5 and - 0.5 respectively.

These two charts can be used to analyze the inphase and quadra 
ture readings taken on both sides of the target. If one knows 
the actual conductivity of the overburden and the rock, the 
task is easier. Because of the many variables involved the 
precise analysis is usually impossible.

The most frequently encountered and easily solved problem is, 
however, the separation of surface conductors from the more 
interesting ones at depth. This is easily done by observing 
the negative quadrature signals compared to the usually positive 
or zero ones from the surface targets. See the sample pro 
files in Figures 18 and 19. This way we can often tell if we 
have a more interesting sulfide target under a swamp for example.
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Another use for the quadrature polarity is in the tracing of 
a fault or a shear zone. Normally these weak conductors 
give a fair amount of positive (the quadrature follows the 
in-phase polarity) quadrature. When we have a local sulfide 
concentration in these structures, we get a negative quadra 
ture response.

All the interpretation is made easier by other indications 
of the depth to the target. The horizontal distance between 
the maximum positive and negative readings is about the same 
as the actual depth from the ground surface to the centre of 
the effective area of the conductive body. This point is not 
the centre of the body, but somewhat closer to the upper edge.

Theoretically, the depth 'h 1 of a spherical conductor with 
radius 'a* equals AX where Ax is the horizontal distance between 
the maximum points of the vertical field H2 (Fig. 20a) . The 
radius of the sphere is given by

a ~ 1.3 h 3 ̂  Hz (max) .

For a cylindrical conductor the depth 'h* equals 0.86AX and 
the radius of the cylinder is given by

a s 1.22 h HZ (max) . 

In these equations Hz s l means 100* on the instrument dial.

The determination of the depth is generally more reliable 
than the estimation of the actual dimension a. The real 
component-, of Hz , which we should use in these calculations, 
decreases proportionally for a poorer conductor and with the 
depth in conductive material.

One can also draw some conclusions about the dip and shape 
of the upper area of the conductor by observing the smaller 
details of the profile. See the modelling curves.

A vertical sheet type conductor, if it comes close to the 
surface, gives a sharp gradient of large amplitude and slow 
roll-off on both sides. (Pig. 2** l 20c) .

Horizontal sheets should give a single polarity on the edge 
of it, and again the opposite way on the other edge. (Fig. 20f)

When looking at the plotted curves, one notices that two 
adjacent conductors may modify the shape of the anomalies 
for each one. In cases like this, one has to look for the 
steepest gradients of the vertical (plotted) field, rather 
than for the actual zero-crossings. Forget the word "cross 
over". Look for the centres of slopes on the in-phase for 
location of targets. See Figures 20d and 20e.



Quadrature

Direction

In-phase

Spherical body

Good conductor 

Fig. 20a

In-phase

Quadrature

x
y

Vertical sheet 

Poor Conductor 

Fig. 20b
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Quadrature

In-phase

Conductive overburden

Xx x x x

Ore
The effect of

conductive overburden 

Fig. 20c

A + B
—--x B

I I
B

Two vertical bodies 
Pig. 20d.
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A t B Surface

B

Two bodies - Large and Small 

Fig. 20e

L JJML

Horizontal slab 

Fig. 20f
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Quadrature

Clay etc. 
Fig. 20g

Measured Vector 

~ Hz (Quad) HZ (In-phase)

Total Vector

Time-Vector diagr.

of the total field 
Pig. 20h
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As with any EM, the largest and best conductors give the 
highest ratio of in-phase to quadrature components. In VLF 
however, the surrounding conductive material influences the 
results so much that it is almost an irrelevant statement 
except in a few cases. Also in practice most of the ore 
bodies are composed of different individual sections, and 
therefore one cannot use the in-phase/guadrature ratio as 
the sole indicator of the conductivity-size factor. In other 
words the characteristic response curves are flat, much 
flatter than with modelling.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES

1) It has been shown in practice that this instrument can 
be used (in proper areas) also underground in mines. The 
rails and pipes may cause background variations. It was 
found in one mine even at 1400 foot level, that the signal 
strength was good. By taking readings at two directions 
at each station, one could obtain a very good indication 
about the location of the ore pockets in otherwise diffi 
cult geology.

2} On the other hand a thick layer of conductive clay can 
suppress the secondary field to a negligibly small value.

3) In mountainous areas one can expect a smooth rolling back 
ground variation. However, the actual sharper anomalies 
induced by conductive mineral zones can be usually easily 
recognized. Background variations can be effectively 
removed by standard numerical filtering procedures to 
emphasize local anomalies, +

*
4) Faults and shear-zones can give anomalies, but not with 

out a reason*. There must be conductivity associated with 
them. Reverse quadrature may indicate sulfide deposits 
in these structures.

SERVICING

Changing the batteries is done by removing the cover and 
changing the penlight batteries one by one. Please notice 
the polarities marked on each individual cell. To test the 
condition of the batteries, turn the instrument on, press the 
push-button on the front panel. There should be a whistling 
sound in the loudspeaker if the batteries are in useable 
condition. If the sound is not heard, the battery voltage may 
be low, or the battery holders may be dirty or faulty.

* Telford, King and Becker, "VLF Mapping of Geological 
Structure".

 c- D.C. Fraser, "Contouring of VLF-EM Data".
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it may be occasionally necessary to clean the contacts of 
the^lug-iTunit. For this, use a clean rag that is very 
slight!? moistened with oil. The oily rag is good also for 
the battery terminals.

If any repairs are necessary, we recommend that the instru- 
ientbe shipped to Geonics Limited for a thorough check-up 
and testing with proper measuring instruments.
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GEONICS LIMITED

EM 16 MODEL EXPERIMENTS

Contributed by T.P. Rogowsky and H. A. Bowes 
of Martin, Sykes and Associates, 
Steamboat Springs, Colorado. 
We wish to thank them for their 
permission to use the very 
illustrative results.

Target: 28 gage zinc plated roofing 
sheet, 6 x 48 feet, above 
ground.

Ground:

Readings t

Station: 

Scale:

The area was covered by 2.5 ft. 
of conductive soil on top of 
gravel and clay. The area was 
found to be free of anomalies.

The graphs show the view (cross 
section) to North. Readings 
towards right (East). Primary 
field is East-West. The 
instrument was moved along the 
zero-line except where shown as 
a separate sloping line (side 
of a hill). The quadrature 
component was negligibly small 
except where shown in the 
graphs.

WWVL, 20 kHz

l sq,
l sq,

2 feet 
10 S.
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nus or survrrmi; WITH TMt m.r . CM. METHOD-

R. r-Alrfsim And VAlno RonkA

IMTHOmiCTIQM

The W*1* of uslna ladto signals for elr-etromagn*ue prospecting Is not IMW: 
meetun-mrnts of attenuation And polarization were made by Hack l* 1*01 And 
redman In 1*11 (l Mn various geological situations. tve And l AT* t (2) 
mr*ett*rr-d stgnal strength In the vicinity of snvm-al orebodles. Anomalous 
radio behaviour IMS nflr-n been noted iwar large conductive bodies.

•aeUo-freguency C. M. methods using around-transportable ranamitters were 
i-mployed In MM lIMi And. m A Knur mott, as racndy AS ItCO. lor both 
prospecting AM) geological mapping, eeasuse c( DM relatively high frequencies 
smptoyrd. the 0011101 suffered (ran war penetration And difficulty In dtscrtm- 
iMIing bclwi!** hodln of dlfl'rml oonducllvltMs. In North AuMrto Oil method 
WAS abAAdoiwd in favour of low-frequency C.M. for msirtv

The VLr Method

C. M . prospecting iMthn.li n-ly on thi- X(s..iirmivnl .J ^.Mfn-Mri li.-I.K .|.-n 
nreled by onnrfuellne bndlrs In Ihf etmnd whm suhlrctrd I.. A ixli^r. l . M . 
slgMl . •Active- svlhnds enploy trAnionrUhl* IrAnsMtlcrs. .Kwt.ili t w.i 
Ing In thf (meiueney range 400 In 1.000 lit. ATMAG Is A -rsnittl- - m..th..( 
relying on .IccUlcAl ilUehwgns generated by ikunnYtiincm!. whlnh imH. n:.. 
neesurable slenAls In the SO to SOO Hi rAng*.

The VLr C. M. AMithod li Also -pssslv. in this CASO rmolnylivt thr n.u.vi 
from powerful mllltery ndlo nnsmlllers AS sHe prlAMty (IgMls. riv:t- l 
•hows the opprOBliMle locstlon nml slnnAl-rano* nt inr sum lrensnlt|..r: 
working In the 11 lo IS krU ndln bend, rmguenan end powr^ nitputii of, 
thete end other stettons ere listen below.

In Europe, the use of radlo-rn-guencr methods continued underground, tor 
mapping coal-teams and tor exploring In the vicinity of base-metal ore- 
bodta*. The fcisslen. (1) have been successful In applying radio ahadow 
techniques In drill-holes tor routine exploration and mapping of sulphide 
bodies lo considerable depths at frequencies up lo 1000 kHl. leiow the 
overburden layer. attenuation In mott rocks, oven at these frequencies, la 
qtKMIow.

OAAplte these end other Activities, i not ac-
niAui tor routine Mrtoon or airborne exploration until Geonlcs U-lted 
intieducod A -pesslve- IMMSMM working u tke VLT range (IS - IS kKs) In 
1K4. fu-trful mlllurr radio tranesUtters sltaAted oonvememly eround the

too
LPZ 
HOC 
ROR 
OFT 
IMS 
NAA 
KUVNM
nni
HWC
WWVL
OB*

i Aim 
tf. Jam

Oorkl. RUM.
Setae Anaie. FUh. France

Cutler. Mal... U.S.A.

ed the (rlsMry E.M . The •dUUan from Iks

LiakatM. ttmi. VJtJi. 
Nor* Wen Cape. Aa-umli. 
FM Cobs. Cob. U SJi.

i to

17.2
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1191
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lea
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500

tnonelifiil surveys were anted out with this ln*tnisMM In IKS. ty Ae end 
of It** the SMthod wes In widespread use. end In 1117 several sUnlUr systems 
wen tnvwkieed or under devalopsienl. At least two airborne versions were 
teetod In 19(0. ly 11(9 airborne end/or groutwj InstniMents were being BMnu- 
factured by more then five North American flrmi.

In this paper we describe briefly the theory and application of the method, we 
outline the principle of operation of the Geonlcs E.M. - 16 Instrument (4). and 
we present some Held results which have been chosen to Illustrate certain 
features of the data that are helpful In Interpretation.

ara ooMalna both electrtc and augnetlc oom- 
posMHita and Invgla in ihraa wooeg: Bkywawj. tpaoawave) and atuuinlwave. 
At the large distances wo ara oonooraod with, we receive mainly the skyweve 
wave-guided by Ike lonoephera and earth surface. The sugnatto component 
U Ike one of main Interest lo us. ai beneath the ground surface It cental the 
bulk of the signal energy, and It oOers certain advantage* In practical Bald

Figure l Illustrates the behaviour of the auonettc field from a distant, vertical 
radio antenna. The field U poUrllod roughly cytlndrtoaUy about the antenna, 
the victor assuming an attitude roughly parallel to the average ground surface. 
(AI large clstances rectangular components cap. be assumed.)
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Hflftw the mound suil.UT Ihf Maiinrtlr flrltl IB .titfmi.ilcil And ams*qui*ntlv 
.llftt.vlod both In phAsr 4ml tHi^dlon. Tno bfhavtour it* the field nr*r Inn 
around/mr talrrlACr- Mn hrnn dncrlhm H Nonan (SI; 111 tllact an Vlr 
mpASitrrmrats It umW stuuy At the- prrsrnt lima.

"^ fhasc flhlft

For our puiwoeea, (And assuming thai OT/*** c^l). w* shall take It thai the 
primary magnetic field suffers both attenuation (nepers) And phASA shift fradla 
roughly equal lo

*** * angular frequency
f* - AMivnAtlc pcnMAbUllr In tonyi/iii

C" - AlAGtriMl conductivity In mhoi/m
6 H dIAlActite oons

At A fraoAMOCV of 20 kHi. And At Uw (m-lpAoi nrnAiMllty at l .It K 10* 
Ai, wvobUln:

MUnuAtlOH - .21

fluM ihlft -

At th* ••kl* dAp*-. prtAurr Hold AA^illudA U raduoAd l MOAT lo I/A of lb
t jlUOll KUfAOA. And Ik* OAld kU AHlfArad A MfAUrA phAAA-lkift

icka (4* - K mhoe/m) we •Mali a akla depthIn relatively amt condiic
of about 100 meters, and a phase-shift ef About t.

Attenuation and •Hals shift At a range of nek And eon oandncHvlUaa an shown 
In figure l. Two things ara evident trom Iheae grapha:

l. AttanuaOon la a limiting factor In the uae of the VLT method 
In areas of conductive overburden or moderately conductive 
country rocks (bear In mind that the secondary Balds from 
burled conductors are hither attenuated In their paaaage 

i measuring Instrument).

IkA prtnary fuld eoupUnt wit* burlAd oonductora wlU DA 
•kUMd appradablr la pbaia. avtn la nek* at nlaUnly 
low conductivity fend th* leoondaiy flAldt AMAiurAd At 
lurfacA will be phaVA-lhlftAd approximately twice as much).

Attenuation la A factor that cannot be overcome and must be kept In mind con- 
.untlyln.pplvlnottie VLFE.M. """hod.

Fhate-lhlft can however be of very real value In distinguishing conductors 
lying a/ depth from those confined lo VIA near-surface.

Measurements of the secondary Bald ara aormaUy made In tt* VLT method by 
' ~ ~ ' HOI directions, linea the primary 

i a south measure of secondary 
admata the phase of the secondary

Bald la iwArly kortaontal. we tnai 
Aald strenodt; w. can also detan 

/dMd wMk raapact to the primary.

To understand how lhase maasurei•ants ara Actually made. It la necessary to
aaaadiw the polarUatlon Alllpsa.

ASSUM the primary field fl lo be borUontal and of XAro phaaa angle:

IK] - Hooaul 

Lat the secondary (laid At Ut* Haw point la space be represented by:

|jeUl| llHcoe (ut *t)

whAra 4) rapraaAnts poalttvA or naoatlva phaaa-ahlft . 

And la! ^H be Inclined upward In tha plane of H by the angle o( .

The components of H and &O. M *a xQiorlaoMal) and yfvArtloaO dlracUons 
Ara:

H - K cos ut

AH -

eoa (ut 

ooa 0.1

tummlna these, we obtain:

C((t) - N oosut *AH cos (cot
- X eoa (ut 4 4 )

C III * H eos (ul '4)1 elnM
- r cna U4I *4))

O 
O

x x

O ^ 
U VI

e- e-

3 3
M m
O O
U u
X I
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u) - Un . A

OD* *x ooi C
o

By eliminating t. we can derive W an expression for the locus of c f t) the 
resultant of the primary and secondary fields:

- 2C C cos o - sin 2 o

Thla li th* aquation of an ellipse whoee minor axis Is Inclined to tha vertical 
by tha angle l where:

tan ja - ncYeoao

Evidently tha laaultant f laid rotates In apaoa. varying In magnitude aa It goaa. 
ao aa u describe an -ellipse of polarization-.

Tha ratio b/a of minor to ma lor ana (eccentricity) of lha alllpaa Ineraaaaa aa 
^ becomea larger, and oaa tharafora ba uaad to obtain a rough aiaaaure of 

thla useful quantity. If A H la much smaller than H. tha eccentricity

C " lin ** tin d)
(1)

while the inclination of the ellipse reduce* to 

6 - tan'1 I^H. luveetb JA
(2)

In tha apecUl case where (p - O the ellipse reduoes to a straight Una. of 
Inclination:

S -

At tha point -tiara ot . o and both prtmary and aaoondary flalda ara horlxonul. 
both tha ratto and tha Inclination ara zaro.

It la Important to nota that tha algn of tha aaoantrldty ehangaa as tha phaaa 
angla goea from posltlv* to nagatlwa . Tha slgnlflcanoa of vhla omn ba aaan 
from an axajalnation of profllaa of 6 and ^ In tha prasanca of a cylindrical 
sacondary fiald about a horizontal Una scurca of currant (Flgura 6) lying at a 
dapth d balojw the ground.

C\l
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J)
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l
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We may write:

t* - tan " - x/.
V tt
C li

^ O
V *)

2 2
b. a

(3)

which we may alao write:

x̂

x
v. 
X

Let us oonalder two cases, rapraaenttng (D a good conductor lying In a weakly 
conductive ground: (Q) a very poor conductor lying In non-conductive ground or 
on the ground surface.

tt) In this caaa 41 will ba negative, as tha primary and secondary 
fields will be delayed In their paasage through tha ground.

Let (j) - -4,5* and 

let IAH/H) -0.2

The profiles in Figure 7 show the form of the ellipse of polarization. 
Inclination t reaches Ua maximum of tan"l 0.062! at approximately 
x - -d and Its minimum at x - *d. valuas going from positive to 
negative in the direction of the primary field H.

Eccentricity 6 haa Its maximum and minimum of * 0.0706 at ap 
proximately the aamo pointe, but values ara of tha opposite Sanaa.

OD In thla caae Q will be weakly poelUve. aa the phaae angle of the 
secondary field from a discrete conductor below the plane of mea 
surement will be positive with respect to the prtmary field at the 
aame point.

a. Lat Q - *IO- and 

let UlHXrI)0 -0.2

The profiles In Figure O are similar lo thoae In Caae (I), 
only the eccentricity now has the aame sense as the In 
clination. This la consistent with the senaa of me ex 
pression for eccentricity (equation (D) as It is affected 
by the sign of the phaaa engle A .
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Allow the conductor to assume larger dimensions so that 
the secondary field becomes B greater fraction of the 
primary .

#L*t 

let

J +10- and

- O.S

The profile* in Figure 9 resemble those of Figure 8 scaled 
up by the (actor 2. S. In fact, the inclination and ec 
centricity ara both nearly proportional to the ratio of 
secondary to primary fields (phase angle remaining con' 
stant), becoming Increasingly so for small secondary 
fields .
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In IhU MM aajmlieit O) fMUlM th* MM*. *l Ih* vortical component.
AH UnK . U Ih* only *M *at *ff*cte Vi* eccentricity.

toaaBon B) aeoMKM Ilw lector eat ^ In III I*OOM utm. etfectlna the inclin 
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KjMtlon (4) u .naHacHd. thonoh tt Bull ka lamialnnd thai l AK/tO will 
k* Nduoad rouoMr to piopomon u eoaf lor aktot- or rlbbOB-Uk* oMdOeton.

th* oat *g*ot at Tair!** *w aHaa* at Hw oaeondarr Hold U ta atretdt out 
the MtoMtr atilwr He* aC Ka aro**-**ar au* ta room *)w ttaafth of kMh 
*jq tmfHnattna and •ceantrteltr trmUnt reuthlr ta proportion to coa vjr . Th* 
fe^TBMT- of flu ^^'--H~ volvoa win ka tllakar lau la lw otto ei •evetlve 

tt for poeltlv* phata atjajat.

(5)

(C)

l

MTTHOD Of

It U appacant from th* cho** that th* VLT potulxatloa alllpae In the vtctnlty 
of *n olecttloal oonduotor la to tow axtaot ebaraeUOMIe of Ih* properuei 
ofth* uunduutm. w* ha*a otte a**n Hut twa pamaalar paraawttn of th*

- OH motlMUan aatf (ka aoDtnMettr - reOaot Ow relatlv* add itranoth 
phaa* of MM pnourr and taoandanr Oelde. lot at anaUiw thla -ore

for HlatlYtlr iwlt aaondair OaM itta 

' t - to.'1 Att. ^ * 

fcaal)

atha qu*Uoa (I)

T 

j

ladlaUna that th* luf*nt af th* IndlnaUot, (and Iwna* th* Inclination Itolf . 
tor null anal**) U awrtr pcaportlanal to th* real oooponaM at the i*oond(rr 
fwld. •**Mr*d In Ih* nftteal dlractton.

Th* onor In this oppmuutolr Ingraaxi for laig* aacondarr Hilda, reaching 
appRMiMtalr SK fer ( AH/h^ - o.s.

Th* *ee*nMelty 6 aiair*a**d In aquation (1). can b* written aa

hnwdmtim)

ahowliM a dlract •roporUonalltr to th* miadmtur* soxvonam of tha vertical 
aooondaiy field, th* appraidMUan Inherent In thu eiapreolon l**da lo null 
•mn at larv* aaeandarr "eld atnnotha.

Meaxmmnu Uwr*Iora of Inclination and eceentnaty ere nearly proporuonal to 
the real and quadrature eomponenti of th* wtlcal a*oondair field; and they nay 
b* uaed le represent theie quanlltlo within aeeaptable limit. .

erlndolt |V r U -H

Mr. Vain* Honk* uwd th* abov* ralallanahlpi In die deilen of the flrit VLT 
loauuattM. Ih* Cwnlca C.M.-K Ml.

The Intvument haa two reoelvlno coll t: die atonal coll wtlh a normally vertlo 
mtat. end die reference coll wtth a hontontel aida. Cach coll It tuned to the
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MM pclnury ilgnal by mean, ol plug-in oryital module., but ..c* h.. e eep- 
erete amplifier. To obtain a reading ftta Initrumefrt li operated In ilw manner 
ehown in Figure II. In Hill figure II li aeramed Out UK primary Bald li pa 
rallel W Do Mmr KM: the'etaUon- refer, lo Mi* mnimlner location.

The direction o* Ilw primary Bald li tint determined br holding the ilgnel coil 
hartiontel (Figure l la) and ortontliif the Inetrument lor minimum coupling. Thli 
tt detected br a mlreewa. audible elanel in Vi* loud-.pea kar mounted on the

The Initrumant l* than held vertically with lu reference ooll In a direction et 
right angle! to the nnsmltter location (Figure lib), at which point it l. receiv 
ing the full effect of OH primary Bald.

The operator then rotate! the Inetrument (Figure. Ile, d) In the vertical plane 
until a minimum Ilgnal li ragllterad. At Hill point the ilgnal ooll li oriented 
along tha minor axil of the elllpie of BolarUaUon, and du tilt angle of the 
Inetrument li the angle of Inclination of the alllpaa. The tangent of tha tilt 
angle la therefore an approximation lo the ratio of the real component of the 
vertloal secondary Bald to tha hortaonui primary Bald. Th* E.M.-14 regular, 
both th* Ut angla In degree l end the tangent of Ihe angle, axprelled In percent.

Holding the Initniment gtaatfr In Aa minimum direction the operator then rout., 
the -quadrature- knob with hla left band (Figure. Up. d), until the belt ilgnal 
minimum la obtained. Through this adjustment a proportion of th* voltage In Ihe 
reference coll (after Brat shifting lu phase Mr*) Is asad to compeniete the volt 
age In Vie signal ooU. The calibration of the knob regulars the percentage of 
tha reference signal uaad la ft* oompeniatloa. thereby providing a direct maa- 
lureaMmtof tha ratte of the signal strength* lath* two receiver cotli. A* w* 
have aaan (equation (D), thli quantity li an approximation lo tha ratio of the 
quadrature component of Ihe vertical secondary Bald to the horizontal primary 
Bald.

Frofflea leuutued with the E.U.-K reaembla etoeely thoa* In Figure* 7-1. 
with the ordlnatei expressed In percent rather gun fractions.

riald Operation en,d, A.ppHoattQna

The E.M.-U and older VLT around C.M. Initrumant. .her. the ..m- .rt..,,,.,

l. They ara light (J - l |bi. l and exextdlngly portable.

I. They need no transmitter, further reducing complexity. 
ooll, and operating penonnel (the muniment li nor 
mally operated by one men).

3. Reading! are extremely rapid, ei ilgnali are .trona and 
nulll clear and un-wevtrlng within th* recommended 
operating rang* of tremmlttora.

4 . rower ooniumptlon li nagllgtbl* (on* i*t of •penllte- 
batter!** generally laiu well over a month).

S. Th* operation li 10 tlmpl. that uniklll*d panonn.1 can 
b* trained aa operator! In * matter of noun.

From a oeologloal point of view the following advantage! are pertinent:

1. The method li capable of a large depth of exploration 
In IKXV conductive rocks (tee Mgura 31.

2. The relaUvaly high frequency provide! nigh relponle
factor! for bodlai oi quite amall dlmenlloni. Halatlva- 
ly •dliaonnectad* lulphld* oral have been found to pro- 
duo* matiunbla VLT algnalt.

3. For t*a aame.raaaon, paor eonduoeara Buoh aa aboarad
oontaoli, braooU aonaa, marrow fault!, altaraUoa ZOMI 
and poroua Bow topa normally produce VLT anomallai. 
Tha method on thereto* be aaad affectively lor geolooloal 
mapping.

4. The method CM b* ul*d wtthout dUBoulty In mountalnoul 
terrain, though If tha ground la conductive the profile will 
b* dtltortad In the direction of 01* ground aurtaoe. Thli 
ean often be raoognUed and/or removed eeml-quantttatlvety.

Than ara relatively raw disadvantage! to the method, end none from an oper 
ating itandpolnt.

l. In oondueUve ground the dap* of exploration li leverely 
limited dee Figure 3).

-12-

2 . Anomallvi tand to b* generated by conductivity change! In the 
overburden, or at Ihe overburdenAedrock Interface . Thai* may 
be difficult to recognize from anotnallel due to conductor! within 
the bedrock.

3. Since the frequency l* high, the raiponie factor of many geological 
conductor! ftnoludlng orabodlei) li above the rang* where approc-

' iable quadrature affect* ara generated. Phaae-aMfU ara mor* uiually 
aaaodated with the effeota of oonductlvi ground on the primary and 
eeoondary alonala. (aee Figure 3). Quadralur* maaauraiMnli cannot 
often be uaed to anlat In dlacrlmtnatlng between geologic*! conductor! 
of higher and lower oonduetlvltui.

lecauaa of reiMetiona t and 3. K la often advlaeble to follow up the VLF aurvey 
with one or mor. profile! by the horlaontal loop E. M. or other dlicrlmlnetory 
method, before coitly drilling li carried out.

Data naduetion and Inteiuielation
leeaua* VLF anomalte* ara produoad by auoh a wide range of geological .fleet..
profile* tend lo be -cluttered-, and tha Interpreter may need eome aiilitance In

' dlattagulahlng trend, and cUl.lfylng group! and pattema . Thli may be don* by
digitizing tha data and performing filtering, trend enelylll end croii-oorreletlon.
•near (T) hai developed a almpla technique of filtering and differentiating lilt 
angla profile* that oan b* applied effectively In the Bold or office for rapid geo 
logical correlation and Interpretation. By averaging pain of Itattoni and taking 
difference, between pain aaparated by a dUtanca that l* appropriate lo a particular 
depth of Intaraat, value, may be plotted and contoured In plan that tranliorm In 
flection* (Including oroei-oven) Into -high.' and 'Iowa- ,- and imooth or accentuate 
In accordance with th. d*pth to th* anomaly aouroe. An example of the application 
of flila method l* ehown In Ik* next aactton.
VLF Interpretation ha. bean mainly qualitative lo data, though theoretical work li 
being dona currently at aavaral canoe. . Simple nilel-of-thumb ara aa. y lo de 
velop, baaed on the aa.iM.pOon of a plana. horizontal, primary Held.
Fora amall, aphertoal body, depth to otntra le approxliMlely

- 13 - 

From Figure* 7 - 9 It can be lean that for a line aouroe. depth li approximately

" " "I*" 

Thli modal approximate! the Iteeply dipping iheet, or half-plane.

Figure. 12(1) to 12(1) .how example! of VLF E .M. profile, over a variety of bed 
rock conductor*, and have been lelectod to Uluitrate eorne of tha Important feature* 
of the method. AU of the drill hole* In thei* (xamplel wen drilled to tait the VLF

Example 12(11 Demon Townahlp. Ontario
Tha In-phaie (real component) profile ihowa the aiyminetry 
typical of a relatively flat dip. The paaki occur roughly 
75 feet tram the Inflection point, which la oonllitant with 
a conductor depth of about SO feet. Th* quadrature profile 
ihowa a weak. pollUv* Inflection, auggelting thai Ihe body 
li a very poor conductor, and that overburden li relatively 
non-oonductiva.

Examol* 13121 Tlmmlni. Ontario

d - where /^ x la the horizontal 
dlitanoe between point! of maid- 
mum and minimum Inclination

and radlui li approximately 

r- 1.3d
" 1

un " * max. 

For a thin cylinder, depth to oentra la epproximauly

d-O.liAx 

and radius II approximately^^^^^^^

r- 1.12 d /tan' 1 t max.

Theae ara lalrly typical profile., ihowlng a poaltlv* in- 
phaa* croBB-over end a negative quadrature anomaly. 
The conductor here la relatively maiilve and wide; the 
overburden li 70 - 10 feet thick and moderately conductive 
(S - 10 x 10" 3 mhoi/m). The ihapo of the In-phale 
anomaly la oonllatent with a broad body, and alao aug- 
geiti a contribution from tha overburden Itielf. The 
quadrature enomaly li oeuied almoit entirely by the 
conducting body.

txemole 12(11 Mlllllllppl Lead Dlltrlet
The profile! ihow a number of anomallei, of which only 
one hia been drilled. Depth In thla cala li 250 feet, 
which li comment with the depth derived from a iphere 
model ullng the adlacent peak! on either profile. The 
conducting body li probably dlicrete and fUt-lrlng.
The relatively itrong quadretura component augoeiti mod- 
eratelr conductive country rock.. In the range typical of 
limestone, and dolomite..
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Tit* body luelf le probably m poor conductor, though at 
VLF frequencies It clearly generate* m roipeeteble 
lecondary Mold.

Example 12(4) Gooderham, Onurto
The ecala ot thll figure li KOI* oompreaaed thin Ilw 
others, but two or poillbly throe conductor! are deerty 
Indicated. Th* left-hand anomaly la typical of a good 
conductor lying doaa to lurface - and drilling confirm* 
thla. Th* right-hand anomaly la auggoetlve of a very 
weak conductor, alao doaa to aurfaoa. Thla haa not bean 
drilled, but low frequency C.M. and I.P. survey! confirm 
that tt la probably poorly connected. The central con 
ductor looka like an overburden effect.

Coppemlne Mver, N.W.T. 
Thla la an example ot Vtr In-phaae data proeeaaed and 
contoured In accordance with rre.er'l (7) program. The 
eaae with which Ihla IMP can be compared with the geology 
and other geoanyilcel reaulta. la on* of III main advantage!. 
Certain trend!. In particular the one Inclined to the wen of 
the aulii north-south anomaly, are emphaalled by this pre- 
aenutton of the data.
The quadrature profile, ahown oupertmpoeed on the In- 
pheae ooMoura, l* uaed to aaalat in Identifying the conductor! 
In thla cen, the major fault! appear to correlate with tne ilronger, 
negative quadrature enomellos.

Exmole msl Coppemlne River. N.W.T.
Thll U e very typical anomaly for die area, when ex- 
unlive VLf survey! have been osrrted out to map fault! 
end breccia aonei. The weak, negative quadrature 
reiponae Indicate! that the fault zone la e moderate 
conductor. Thll li confirmed by I.r. lurvey end drilling. 
Chloritization and hematlzatlon In and adjaoant to the fault 
may contribute to the conductivity.

The uiefulnesi of the VLT E.M. method In mineral exploration 
and geologies! mapping haa been established, end then li no 
doubt that It will enjoy continued popularity.

AU of the quadrature component are helpful In reiolv-

lunule ll(t) Wlndeor, Nova Scotia
The country rock* here are moderately conductive end It la 
eurprlllng that more quadrature reiponie la not obtained, 
roallbly the mala annmily la oauaed by conductive materiel 
lyUg doae lo aurfaoa, It would b* IntereiUng to drill a 
deep hot* lo t*it the Itoog quedreture anomaly to the right 
of the known ore-cone.

11171 Tudhope end Iryaa Townahlpa, Ontario

Thla example le Included melnly to (how the quadrature re- 
•ponie that on be produced from e good conductor even at 
ahallow depth In relatively non-conductive roofca. The 
quadrature profile alao re&ecu the dip of the conductor.

Ing enamel l ei from die verloui geological eouroee.

tetter method! of diU procelilng end Interpretation ere required 
If the W I.M. method U to be need to lu fullelt cdvenUg*. 
perttoulerly In elrbome eurveye.

Airborne mithodi eppeer to neve tremenooui potentul In both 
proipeotlng end mapping. Inatrvraenutlai for both helicopter 
and Oxed wing uee U being field teeted end will Ihortly be In 
routine operation.

-Active* redlo frequency methode for exploration from drill holea 
neve been proven to be effective, and will probably find greater 
acceptance now Met VLF E.M. hai eiubllihed Ita place In on 
prospecting.

r-•z.
O 
Q."1

FIGURC 12(1)
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VLF MAPPING OF GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

Abstract

Field measurements with the EM 16 instrument, in several areas definitely confirm 
the usefulness of the VLF method for mapping f Hallow geological structure. Results obtained 
across a portion of the Gloucester fault southeast of Ottawa Indicate that this technique Is 
particularly suitable In areas where the geology Is simple. The field results generally agree 
rather veil with theoretical model data. The latter, however, indicates that mapping with 
the EM 16 alone produces little quantitative Information, although the relative positions of 
the high and low resistivity beds are generally clear. For this reason, it is desirable to 
supplement the EM 16 data occasionally with surface Impedance measurements to obtain 
apparent resistivities on both sides of the contact. This is especially true where It is 
suspected that the observed anomaly is caused by an accident in the bedrock topography 
rather than by the opposition of beds of differing resistivity.

Resume

Des mesures. sur terrain, avec rappareil EM 16 confirment I'utlltte de la methode 
TBF comme outil de cartographic des structures geofogiques peu profondes. Let rtsultats 
obtenus a travers la faille de Gloucester au sud-ouest d'Ottawa indiquenf que cette technique 
s'adapte tres bien au problem* pose dans des situations geotogiquement simples.

Les ntsulfats de terrain concordent tres bien avec les calculs theoriques. Cependant 
ceux-ci dlmonfrent qu'il est difficile d'obtenlr des informations quantitatives a partir des 
mesures EM 16 seules. A/in d'obtenir des resictivltes apparentes des deux cotes du contact, 
on dolt computer les mesures EM 16 avec des mesures de I'lmpedance de surface. Ceci est 
surtout vrai dans des ea* ou I'on soupconne que I'anomalie est llte a un accident topographique 
de la roche en place plutot que par une opposition des Ills de resistivity difference.
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VLf MAPPING OF GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 

W. M. Telford 1 , W. F. Kin?2 and A. Becker3

Foreword

This paper is a summary of (he work done by W. F. King while working under the 
direction of Or. A. Becker aa a graduate assistant for the Geological Survey of Canada 
during the cummers of 1969 and 1970. The data described form part of hi* M. Se. Thesis 
dissertation. worHng under thesis supervisor. Prof. W. M. Telford. Department of Mining 
Engineering and Applied Geophysics. McGill University. This paper is a product of 
the application of new geophysical techniques being adapted to the geological mapping 
mission of the Electrical Methods Section. Resource Geophysics and Geochemistry Division. 
Geological Survey of Canada.

L. S. Collett.
Head. Terrain Geophysics Program. 

r . Resource Geophysics and Geochemistry Division

INTRODUCTION

It has long been observed that electromagnetic plane 
waves propagating along the earth's surface are locally 
distorted by near-surface discontinuities in electrical 
resistivity. In such cases the horizontal magnetic field 
components normally present induce in the ground a 
non-uniform eddy current distribution which results in 
an anomalous vertical magnetic field component. In the

-z
Figure 1. Two-dimensional fault with strike length 

infinite in"y-direction: insert shows E 
polarization vectors.
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extra low frequency range (ELF) this phenomenon is 
readily observable near coastlines (Weaver. 1963} 
while in the audiofrequency range (AFMAG) the effect 
was first observed by Shaw (oral comm.. 1961) in ite 
vicinity of faults and shear cones. More recent y. 
Collett and Bell (1971) have discussed how the AF3A5 
method can serve as a useful tool in structural mapping. 
Finally at very low frequencies (VLF) i.e. in the 
10-20 kHz range the effect of geological structure has 
been observed by Becker (1967). Fraser (1969) and 
Patterson and Ronka (1971).

These effects were explained theoretically by 
Weaver (1963) who obtained closed form solutions for 
plane waves incident on a semi-infinite conducting 
medium divided by a vertical discontinuity into two 
regions of different resistivity. Weaver's calculations 
were later confirmed experimentally by Dosso (1976) 
on a laboratory scale model. Both authors forecast a 
sharp increase in vertical magnetic field component 
near an electrical discontinuity. This quantity exhibits 
a maximum value at the discontinuity and decreases 
gradually to zero away from it.

The rate of decrease is a function of the electrical 
properties of the material on either side of the 
discontinuity, being greater on the conductive side. 
More recently this problem was studied by Geyer (197?*. b) 
who found that the spatial variation of the vertical 
component was strongly influenced by the dip of the 
interface.

The purpose of the present study was to examine in 
some detail the variation exhibited by the field components 
of a plane electromagnetic wave in the vicinity of a 
fault. In particular we have elected to study the variation 
in the vertical magnetic component and in the surface 
wave impedance across the discontinuity. As will be 
shown later, in the results section, we were fortunate^ 
to be able to perform the measurements in relatively 
simple geological environments so that a good comparison 
could be made between our theoretical predictions of 
electromagnetic field behaviour-and the observed 
variations.

Mar.uscr.-tit r^aixe*! and cpprovert for publication. August. 1976.
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Figure 2.
Subsurface current flow 
(Ey. relative amplitude 
distribution) at 10 kHz in 
the structure of Figure 1.

THEORY 

Vertical magnetic field variations

A number of authors (Jones and Price. 1970). 
Swift (1971) have discussed the mathematical basis for 
the distortion of an electromagnetic plane wave over a 
vertical discontinuity separating two half-spaces of 
different conductivity, with and without an overburden 
layer above. For a remote natural EM source the 
direction of E. the electrical and H. the magnetic 
horizontal vectors is random with respect to the 
co-ordinate system shown in Figure 1. These vectors, 
however, may be resolved into components parallel 
and normal to the contact. The appropriate Maxwell 
equations thus become:

and:

dx

fi
dz 

dff 

dx 
3E 

dx

dE, 
dz

- -oE

jam H 1 *o y

for E normal to atrike 
(H polarization)

Figure S. Theoretical profiles of H-. H, and Az-z 
over structure of Figure f.

dz

dH,
dz

for E parallel to atrike 
(E polarization)

dx
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The E polarization i* particularly convenient for 
the VLF method, which measure* Ht and Hx. It is 
customary, where possible, to select a remote station 
whose Hx vector is roughly parallel to the survey lines, 
that is. the station location is more or less parallel to 
strike.

The VLF source field, propagating parallel to the 
earth surface and refracted vertically downward at the 
ground interface, thus provides Hx and Ey components , 
approximately in the appropriate direction. The ground 
current flow may be readily illustrated by calculating 
with the aid of numerical techniques (Swift. 1967; 
Madden and Swift. 1969; Ku el al.. 1973) the actual 
subsurface electric field distribution for a given 
geological situation.

Figure 2 shows the subsurface current flow (actually 
the Ey field amplitude distribution) at 10 kHz in the 
structure of Figure l with an overburden of 100 firn. 
S m thick and the contact separating beds of 1000 and 
10 000 Om. Since the skin depth (6 - SOO V^T?) for 
100 Ora and 10 kHz is about 50 m. the EM wave is not 
greatly attenuated in the overburden. Use is made of 
the ratio d/6. where d is overburden thickness, since 
it involves all the significant overburden parameters. 

Theoretical profiles of Hx. Hz and Az-x over the 
same structure, are illustrated in Figure 3. As the 
fault is approached from the left (conductive side) the 
horizontal magnetic field increases to a maximum, falls 
sharply to a minimum as the contact is crossed and then 
increases slowly to background value as the traverse 
proceeds to the right. The slope is always steeper on 
the conductive side of the contact, although increasing 
overburden thickness and/or conductivity reduces the 
profile amplitude considerably. For very small values 
of d/6 the background value of Hx is actually larger on 
the conductive side than at large distances to the right. 

The Hz field shows a peak directly over the contact 
which decays lo zero on the flanks. Again the slope is 
steeper on the conductive side and the peak amplitude 
is controlled by d/6. In the bottom profile, the phase 
variation. A. between Hz and Hx is roughly an inverted 
image of the vertical magnetic /ield. with a minimum of 

. 32* above the contact and a more or less linear increase 
* on both sides, the steep slope again appearing over the 

conductive bed. When d/6 - O the phase shift is zero
00 r

* O

-f

Figure C. Peak amplitude of total field plotted against log 
KCR for structure of Figure 2. No overburden.

1*4 B**

Figure 7. Peak amplitude of total field plotted against 
"og KCR and log KOC. for d/6 - 1. 1/3. l/10. 
1/30 and structure of Figure 2.

at the contact: as this ratio increases, the cusp persists, 
although its phase increases.

Because Hz and Hx differ in phase in the vicinity 
of a conductive discontinuity, the resultant EM wave 
is elliptically polarized (Heiland. 1940; King. 1971: 
Paterson and Ronka. 1971). The wave tilt O (inclination 
of the major axis with respect to the horizontal) and 
ellipticity r (ratio of minor to major axes) of the ellipse 
are given by:

2R cos Atan 20 - R*

2 l * R2 - V(l*R2) 2 -*R2 sin2 A

l* R2 * V(1*RZ) -4R2 sin2 A

where A - t z ~ t x tne P"*** difference between vertical 
and horizontal field components, and. R " (Hg/ffjj is 
their amplitude ratio. With a little manipulation and 
assuming that Hx is considerably Jarger than Hz. which 
is generally the case, these relations become:

tan 6 - Rcos A 
r - R sin A.
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Figure 8. Theoretical profiles of pa and t over structure 
of Figure 2 for d/6 - 0. 1/30. 1/10. 1/3.

In this case it is useful to note that the total normalized 
vertical field can be directly calculated from the 
measurements from:

222 , R * tan O * r

The parameters d and r are related to "in-phase" 
and "quadrature" components of the secondary magnetic 
field (see section on instrumentation). Profiles of tilt 
and ellipticity, for d/6 *1/10 and zero (no overburden) 
are shown in Figure 4. The polarization ellipses at 
several stations along the traverse are included in the 
latter profile. Directly above the contact, if the value 
of A is zero, the ellipse degenerates to a straight line 
whose slope is HzfHx.

Clearly the overburden has a pronounced effect 
on both the tilt and ellipticity profiles. Figure S 
Illustrates this point further, wnere the total vertical 
secondary field Hz. expressed as a percentage of the 
primary field, is plotted for increasing values of d/6.

Two additional parameters may be employed to 
determine maximum response over the contact These 
•f* KCR* the ratio of resistivities in the conductive 
and resistive beds and KQC* the ratio of overburden 
resistivity to the resistivity of the more conductive

bed. When d/6 - 0. the maximum total field response 
is controlled by KCR only; this is shown in Figure 6. 
where iHj/HjJ max is plotted against log KCR. 
Figure 7 displays total field values for variable KQ^, 
as well as KCR. corresponding to d/6 ratios of 1/30 
1/10. 1/3 and 1. When d/6 - 0. the peak response 
will be SO* for any KCR - 1/10 (10 ttm vs 100 firn. 
1000 Om vs 10 000 firn, etc.): it should be noted, 
however, that the profile widths will be different. 
This will ajso be true for other values of d/6 when KCJ \ 
and KOC are fixed.

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that, in 
areas where the overburden resistivity is large compare* 
to rock resistivity or where d * O, it would be possible 
to use the ttz measurements to determine the structure 
parameters from the (fig/H^f max ratio, from the skewness 
of the profile., and from the profile width. A conductive 
overburden, however, affects these quantities greatly 
and other techniques are required. In general, we may 
summarize the behaviour of EM field components over 
a vertical fault as follows:
1.

2.

The total field response is an asymmetric peak over 
the fault and decays more rapidly on the more 
conductive side.
The in-phase component of the secondary vertical 
magnetic field is also an asymmetric peak above 
the fault and decays more rapidly on the more 
conductive side.

Figure 9. Variations of amplitude \fmffi\ and phase f 
for two-layer earth with resistive basement 
(after Cagniard (1953) ).
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3. The quadrature component displays a local minimum 
over the fault, the response being broader than 
that of the in-phase. The minimum becomes less 
pronounced with increasing depth of overburden.

4. Both in-phase and quadrature response decrease 
with increasing depth of overburden. The quadrature 
response becomes greater than that of the in-phase 
when the overburden thickness is more than 
approximately one-half a skin depth.

5. Ih-phase and quadrature response increase with 
increasing resistivity contrast across the fault.

6. Anomaly width decreases with increasing frequency, 
for a given resistivity contrast.

-Surface impedance variations

Another method which can be useful for the mapping 
of lateral discontinuities involves the simultaneous 
measurement of Ey and Hx as in magnetotelluric* 
(Collett and Becker. 1968). The surface Impedance, 
Z. is the ratio of these two quantities and defines the 
•apparent resistivity" for the underlying terrain via

p. " —— |Z| in MKS units.

Usually. Z is a complex quantity because Ey and Hx 
are not in phase with each other. Thus Figure 8 shows 
theoretical profiles for the apparent resistivity and the 
phase difference between E and H across the original 
contact of Figures 2 to 6 for the d/6 ratios used 
previously. It is again apparent that increasing depth 
of overburden Influences the results by decreasing 
values of both pa and T on each side of the contact, 
while smoothing the profile slope directly over it.

Although the variation in the apparent resistivity 
near the .contact can only be calculated numerically, 
the values of this quantity and the accompanying phase 
difference, remote from the fault, can be computed 
analytically. Variations of amplitude jpj and phase 
t for a two-layer earth - that is. the overburden layer 
remote from the fault - are shown in Figure 9. 
These are the standard master curves developed by 
Cagniard (1953). reproduced only for a conductive 
upper layer. Although magnetotelluric sounding 
normally involves measurement of horizontal orthogonal 
E and H fields over a range of frequencies, it is possible, 
by assuming a resistive bedrock, to estimate the over 
burden parameters from this master chart even when 
|pj and 4 have been determined only at a single 
frequency in the field.

LEGEND

ttOMCS EM-16 
Gtouottter Tup, Ontario Mr** So*

Figure 11. VLF in-phase end quadrature profiles. Leitrim area.
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INSTRUMENTATION 

Measurement of magnetic field tilt and ellipticity

The Geonica EM16 VLF receiver has been described 
elMwhere (King. 1971; Paterson and Hooka. 1971; 
Phillips and Richarde. 1975). At least two other 
inatrunenta - the Scintrex SCOPAS and Crone RADEM - 
are alao dealgned to neaaure propertf ea of the 
polarization ellipae over the acme frequency range. 
With the EM1S a Minimum aignal fa obtained in the
receiver by aligning the inatrument receiver axes with 
the major and minor axea of the field polarization ellipae. 
At thia tat angle, the voltagea induced in the two 
receiver coils are exactly in quadrature with each other 
and may be directly compared by adding- a W phase 
shift to one of them. Thia comparison ia made with the 
use of the •quadrature" dial which then allows a direct 
reading of the ellipticity. r Aa indicated previously the 
tilt angle reading, in percent, ia associated with the 
"in-phaee" component of the secondary vertical field 
and the ellipticity is associated with the "quadrature" 
component of the aame quantity.

In order to avoid ambiguity in profile plotting and 
interpretation, some sign convention must be maintainex 
during field aurveya. From the equations for 
E-polarization involving Hs and Hx in the previous 
section, we find that:

3E /dx
H

Thus the value of tan 6 may be positive or negative, 
depending on the sign of dEy/dx; since By ia larger 
on the resistive aide of the fault, the x-gradient will 
be positive if the traverse proceeds Cram the conductive 
aide and vice versa. For consistency the following 
azimuth orientation was maintained during field work.

For traverses approximately east-west (north-south). 
the operator faces east (north) as nearly aa possible, 
depending.-on the-tranamitter azimuth, to make 
measurements, while dip-anglea to the east (north) are 
reckoned positive. With thia convention, both in-phase 
and quadrature values are positive when the resistive 
bed lies to the west (south) for an east-west (north-south) 
traverse, white a negative response indicates the 
resistive bed is east (north).

-H

VIF SURVEY
CeOMCS EMH6

Gbuotster *p. Ontario

Figure 12. VLF total field profiles, Leitrim area.
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Measurement of complex wave impedance

The Westinghouse Georesearch Model C-602 VLF 
Wave Impedance Meter was used for measuring pa 
and 4. A Geonics EM16R unit, unavailable at the time, 
is equally suitable for this purpose. Both employ the 
magnetotelluric method, with a horizontal axis coil to 
detect the Hx magnetic field component and a 10 m 
dipole, consisting of two electrodes driven into the 
ground, for the Ey orthogonal electric field. Both are 
null instruments. With the Westinghouse meter the pa 
and t values are read off graphs supplied with the 
instrument. Its frequency range is 10-60 kHz. The 
EM16R is a modified form of the EM16. whose frequency 
range is about 15-25 kHz; resistivity and phase 
readings are obtained from dial readings at null 
signal.

FIELD WORK 
Gloucester Fault

The principal test area for field work was in the 
vicinity of Leitrim. near Ottawa, where the Gloucester 
fault strikes roughly southeast for some 30 miles. The 
map in Figure 10 includes some geology and aeromagnetic 
contours. Beds of Carlsbad shale form the north side 
of the contact, adjoining Oxford limestones in the north 
west half, while March and Nepean sandstones occupy 
the southeast portion (Wilson. 1946).

Aeromagnetic contours indicate very little suscep 
tibility contrast between these formations. The fault 
trace determined by geological mapping is a smooth 
line: that outlined by the VLF Survey differs only in 
detail in some areas. This is a nearly vertical dip-slip 
fault downthrown to the northeast and displaced 
upwards on the southwest.

I7TT1CAALSMO r^ -iwwwtu ,.....—..,.. -4-FORMATION
3i.SS.h.*X liUh.4ol

BOO tut

etf- 

so
SS-SMt h-Umriont SS-SnMtn* M-OobmH* 6n ftxln Ot-OMrtcH* 
Figure 13. Apparent conductivity (oa) and phase (^) profiles on lines 20+OON. 10*008, and 40*505. Leitrim area.
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100
A brief description of the various formations end 

their resistivity is tabulated below (Andrieux written 
cotnm., 1971):

Formation 

Carlsbad

March
Nepean
Ottawa

Oxford

Rockcliffe- 
St. Martin

Geology

Shale, limestone- 
dolomite

SS-dolomite layers 
SS-siliceous cemented
Limestone. shale-SS 

layers
Thick dolomite with 

Is
Shale * SS levels; 

Is * sh * dolomite

Resistivity 

85 am

1500 - 3000 

2000 - 3000

5000 

low?

VLF profiles showing in-phase and quadrature 
response over this area are displayed in Figure 11 and 
those for the total field {R) in Figure 12. Line spacing 
was about 500 feet on average and the traverses, 
approximately normal to the fault, were generally one 
mile long. As indicated, the lines strike east-northeast; 
the Cutler Maine transmitter. NAA (17.8 kHz) which is 
about 400 miles due east of the area, was used for the 
entire survey. Although a VLF transmitter located 
approximately north or south of Ottawa would have 
been more suitable, the Cutler station provided the 
best signal for this area. Readings were taken facing 
north. Station spacing varied from 50 feet near the 
fault to 200 feet remote from it.

—EM w monte

monte

Figure 14. Airborne VLF and traverse line. Smoky
Creek fault area. Lake Abitibi-Moranda area.

20+OON
Figure IS. VLF total field, and pa profiles line A3. 

Smoky Creek fault.

The data displayed in Figure 11 provide excellent 
examples of the vertical contact between beds of 
contrasting resistivity. Nearly all the profiles show a 
pronounced anomaly where the Gloucester fault is 
expected to occur, consisting of asymmetric in-phase 
and quadrature peaks with the steeper stope to the 
northeast, corresponding to the more conductive bed. 
The quadrature anomalies, which are generally broader, 
flatter and of smaller amplitude than the in-phase. also 
have a characteristic local minimum or cusp (e. g. Linea 
24+SON. 0*00. 14+OOS. 19*003. 2S+50S. 41+003. 47*003. 
50*003. 72+003. 83+003) coinciding more or less with 
the in-phase maximum on many profiles.

There is another distinct anomaly about 2000 feet 
east of the Gloucester fault between lines 21+003 and 
65+503. Both in-phase and quadrature peaks are 
negative, the latter displaced slightly to the west of the 
in-phase on several lines, notably 60+50S. The steeper 
slope is on the southwest. Slight quadrature cusps are 
evident on lines 40+503. 45+003 and SO+OOS. These 
data define a second contact with the resistive bed to 
the northeast.
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A third anomaly still farther east appears between 
32*005 and 60*505. Here the peaks are positive 

and the asymmetry indicates the resistive bed is on 
Ihe southwest side of the contact. The quadrature 
response is larger than the in-phase on several lines. 
This feature, which is about 1300 feet east of the 
second contact on line 32*005. appears to merge with 
it lo the southeast. On line 60*505 the separation has 
decreased to about 800 feet, producing a crossover type 
of response due to the proximity of the positive and 
negative peaks.

The total field profiles of Figure 12. although they 
contain less information than Figure 11. probably give 
a clearer picture of the three contacts discussed above, 
since the anomalies arc .ill positive and there is less 
clutter.

Wave impedance profiles carried out on lines 20*OON, 
10*005 and 40*505 arc shown in Figure 13. Here we 
have plotted the apparent conductivity (reciprocal of 
apparent resistivity) nnd 6 the phase difference from 
45*. On line 20*OON there is one pronounced break 
for both parameters, approximately at 36*00W. The 
generally low apparent conductivity 4-2 millimhos/m 
west of this station rises sharply and remains greater 
than 20 mi li i mhos per metre for the eastern portion of 
the traverse. The phase angle between Ey and H x 
increases abruptly at the same point and there is a 
difference of IS0 - 20" between the average values 
fi t her side of it. These results agree qualitatively with 
the theoretical profiles of Figure 8. that is. the more 
conductive bod on l ho oast produces n larger phase 
angle thnn on the resistive side, unless the structure . 
outcrops. In this case t ho fnot thnt the c lin s.- angle on 
the conductive side exceeds 45r sterns to indicate the 

- presence of )i resistive overburden on that side.
The profile from 10*005 exhibits the same properties 

as the one from 20*OON. the contact being at 15*OOW. 
Although the phase break is not as pronounced here, 
the difference between the average values of east and 
west sections is about IS0. Comparing all four profiles 
with Figures 11'and 12. it is clear that the fault is 
located within SO feet in all cases.

Tnree contacts *re indicated in the o, and 4 profiles 
for line 40*505. near stations 6+OOE. 29*OOE and 44*50E. 
These results correlate well with EM16 profiles in 
Figures 11 and 12. where peaks appear at S*50E. 29*OOE 
and 44*OOE. corresponding respectively to the Gloucester 
and the two additional faults discussed previously. All 
the previous remarks concerning lines 20N and l OS 
apply here as well.

It is to be noted that the geological section derived 
by Wilson (1946). which is also shown in Figure 13. 
agrees with the position of the fault as indicated by the 
VLF measurements. li does not. however, suggest the 
presence of the other two features farther to the east.

Summing up. the correlation between field results 
and theory is excellent. In particular, there does not 
appear to be any anomalous conductivity associated 
with the faults themselves, such as exhibited by 
graphite and water-filled shear zones. In Figure 12 
the trace of the Gloucester fault as mapped by the VLF

survey wanders somewhat from its location determined 
geologically by Wilson (1946). The variation, however, 
is generally within 500 feet.

The wave impedance measurements located all the 
contacts within SO feet of their positions found in the 
tilt angle survey, which is roughly the error in the 
pace and compass traverses employed. The apparent 
conductivities of the Carlsbad and Oxford formations 
obtained by these measurements, about IS and 3 
millimhos/m respectively, do not represent true 
formation resistivities, because of the presence of 
overburden. The fact that the phase variations, in 
the vicinity of Gloucester fault, do not agree with the 
theoretical profiles in detail is probably due to 
irregularities in the overburden and/or multilayer 
beds on both sides of the contact.

Detection of the two faults east of the Gloucester 
fault indicate a resistive zone in the Carlsbad Shale 
(see Fig. 13. line 40*505 between 29*00 and 44*OOE) 
which cannot be due to a change in the bedrock terrain, 
since both overburden and shale resistivities are 
comparatively low. The resistive block may be Ottawa 
limestone, locally uplifted from below the Carlsbad; 
outcrops of this formation are found northwest of Leitrim.

Smoky Creek Fault

Further field tests were carried out over the Smoky 
Creek fault in the vicinity of Lake Flavrian. several 
miles northwest of Noranda. Quebec. The fault strikes 
southeast for about 20 miles in the area. The geological 
map for the area indicates granodiorite on both sides, 
that is. there is no contrast in lithology across the 
contact. This feature was indicated by an early airborne 
AFMAG survey (Sutherland. 1967) and more recently 
by an airborne VLF Barringer RADIOPHASE survey 
(Becker and McNeil. 1969). The field situation is shown 
in Figure 14 which indicates the position of one VLF 
profile (line A3) with respect to the fault and the airborne 
anomalies.

EMI6 total field profiles, together with the 
corresponding apparent resistivity profile are shown 
in Figure IS for line A3. Here, the Smoky Creek 
fault is located at station 1S*SON. marked by extremely 
high (1001) total field peak and a very abrupt increase 
in resistivity from 100 flm to 60JO firn. The steep slope 
of the EM 16 profiles is also consistent with the more 
conductive zone on the south side.

DC resistivity shallow depth soundings were carried 
out in an attempt to clarify the EM16 results. These 
indicate that the thickness of the overburden is at least 
57 feet at 7*SON. 43 feet at 13*SON. but 6 feet or less at 
16+50N. This abrupt change in depth of a conductive 
^ 100 firn) layer - essentially a steep contact between 
overburden and resistive bedrock - is the source of the 
anomaly. Possibly the fault itself, supposedly located 
at 1S*50N. is responsible for the bedrock step, although 
there is no evidence to support this. Thus the VLF and 
pa profiles, although characteristic of a contact between 
two beds of different resistivity, appear to be the 
reflection of a sudden change in the depth of overburden.

11
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CONCLUSION

The field remit* described in thia report agree 
very well with the theory of VLF response over a vertical 
contact between beds of contrasting resistivity, covered 
by a uniform layer of overburden. Thus the method la 
a useful qualitative supplement to field geology in 
mapping such structures. Subsequent work in the 
Ottawa Valley and St. Lawrence Lowlands (Williams. 1976) 
has confirmed'this.

In areas where there are abrupt change* in depth 
of overburden, however, the VLF data may be misleading, 
as described in the survey of the Smoky Creek fault. 
Similar sudden lateral changes in overburden 
resistivity, although no examples are given here, would 
doubtless nave the aaine effect. At present shallow 
seismic and resistivity sounding are the only geophysical 
methods available to clarify such situations: both are 
alow and relatively expensive. Obviously a simple and 
rapid technique for mapping bedrock terrain and 
estimating overburden resistivity is very desirable, 
not only in connection with the type of survey described 
here, but in many other applications as well.
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CONTOURING OF VLF-EM DATA f

D. C. FRASER*

Prospecting for conductive deposits with 
ground VLF-EM instruments has received con 
siderable impetus with the recent development of 
lightweight receivers. The large geologic noise 
component, which results from the relatively high- 
transmitted frequency, has caused some critics to 
avoid use of the technique. Those who routinely 
perform surveys with a VLF-EM unit find that, 
in some areas, a 5-degree peak-to-peajt anomaly 
can be significant, whereas anomalies having 
amplitudes in excess of 100 degrees may occur as 
well. Consequently, there is a dynamic range 
problem when presenting the results as profiles

plotted on a field map.
A data manipulation procedure is described 

which transforms noisy noncontourable data into 
less noisy contourable data, thereby eliminating 
the dynamic range problem and reducing the 
noise problem. The manipulation is the result of 
the application of a difference operator to trans 
form zero-crossings into peaks, and a low-pass 
smoothing operator to reduce noise. Experience 
has shown that field personnel can routinely 
perform the calculations which simply involve 
additions and subtractions.

INTRODUCTION

VLF-EM data can be exceedingly difficult to 
interpret because a large geologic noise component 
can result from the relatively high-transmitted 
frequency of about 20,000 Hz. Routine surveys 
can yield useless data unless special care is taken 
both in survey procedure and in data presenta 
tion.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the 
survey procedure and the method of data presen 
tation in use by the Keevil Mining Group and to 
illustrate the advantages of this approach.

VLF-EM GROUND SURVEY PROCEDURE AND 
DATA TREATMENT

The primary field

VLF-EM transmitter stations are located at 
several points around the globe. They broadcast 
at frequencies close to 20,000 Hz, which is low 
compared to the normal broadcast band. The 
purpose of these stations is to allow governmental 
communication with submarines, and the low 
frequency allows some penetration of the conduc 

tive ocean water. Skin depth is approximately 
3.6V? meters, where P is the resistivity of a 
homogeneous halfspace in ohm-m, on the assump 
tion that the frequency is 20,000 Hz and that the 
halfspace is magnetically nonpolarizable. Conse 
quently, depth of exploration is severely restricted 
for overburden resistivities less than 200 ohm-m. 

Since the area to be prospected normally is of 
considerable distance from the transmitter sta 
tions, the primary field is uniform in the area, 
allowing rather simple mathematics to be used in 
anomaly prediction and analysis.

Survey procedure and data treatment

The survey procedure first consists of selecting 
a transmitter station which provides a field 
approximately parallel to the traverse direction, 
i.e., approximately perpendicular to the expected 
strike of a conductor. The following points relate 
to the method of data treatment.

1. Readings should be taken every 50 ft, as 
will be shown below.

2. Transmitter stations should not be changed

f Manuscript received by the Editor April 24,1969; revised manuscript received August 18,1969.
* Keevil Mining Group Limited, Geophysical Engineering tt Surveys Limited, Teck Corporation Limited, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada.
Copyright ©1970 bv ihe Society of Exploration Gcophysicists.
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for a given block of ground, to avoid distor 
tion in the contour presentation. Hence, fill- 
in lines should be run with the same trans 
mitter station as other lines in the block. The 
field direction of this station should be shown 
on the data map.

3. list the dip angle1 data in tabular form, as 
follows:

a) list in the direction of north (top of 
paper) to south, or from west to east;

b) designate south or east dips as nega 
tive; and t

c) perform calculations as shown in
Table 1.

Thus, the filtered output or contourable 
quantity simply consists of the sum of the 
observations at two consecutive data sta 
tions subtracted from the sum at the next 
two consecutive data stations. The theo 
retical basis for this procedure will be de 
scribed below.

4. The right-hand column (filtered data) is

1 This paper assumes that data is recorded as for 
the Crone Radem which defines a north-dipping field 
as a south "dip" on the instrument. This convention 
was chosen because a south reading is interpreted as 
arising from a conductor to the south.

suitable for contouring. Normally, negative 
values are not contoured since, being caused 
by dip angle flanks, they do not aid inter 
pretation but only confuse the picture. The 
positive values generally are contoured at 
10-unit intervals, and the zero contour is 
shown only when it brackets an anomaly. 
In quiet areas, 5-unit contours may be 
meaningful.

Example

Figure l presents dip-angle data, according to 
the Crone convention, in the vicinity of the 
Temagami mine of Copperfield^ Mining Corpora 
tion Limited in Ontario. This figure illustrates 
that several conductors are present yielding large 
dip angles. A complex pattern has resulted which 
requires some thought to interpret properly.

Figure 2 presents the filtered data in contoured 
form where only the O, 20, and 40 contours are 
shown for simplicity. The conductor pattern is 
immediately apparent, even to exploration per 
sonnel untrained in VLF-EM interpretation. The 
three anomalies correlate with a zone of nearly 
massive pyrite and two brecciated fault zones. 
Depth to bedrock is 15 ft.

In practice, all the data of Figures l and 2 are

Table 1. Example of calculations

Location

3+OOS

3+50S

4+OOS

4+SOS

S+OOS

s-fsos
6+OOS

6+SOS

7+OOS

7+SOS

8-fOOS

Measured 
dips

6S

7S

8S

1SS

24S

8N

ION

12N

14N

14N

20N

Apply sign and form the 
moving sum of pairs 

of entries
-6

^X-6)-K-7)'- 7\
^(-7H(-8)--8-^

-IS

-24

-l- 8

+ 10

+ 12

-f- 14

*14\
JX14)-|-(20)-+20^

~ 13\

-15,

-23

-39

-16

+ 18

+22

+26^

+2S
+H''

Take first differences of 
alternate entries

^X-23)-.(-13)- -10
^f*\

\(-39)-(-15H -24

+ 7

+S7

+3S

+ 8

+ 6

^X-f-34)-(-r-26)- + 8
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FIG. 1. Dip-angle data in the vicinity of the Temagami mine. The arrow defines the VLF-EM primary field direction
from the transmitter at Seattle, Washington.

placed on a single map. The above example illus 
trates that this very simple one-dimensional 
filtering scheme yields j. practical and effective 
approach to VLF-EM data handling.

The filter improves the resolution of anomalies, 
thereby making them easier to recognize. An 
inflection on the dip profile from a conductor 
subordinate to a larger one yields a positive peak, 
thereby emphasizing the presence of such a 
conductor. Figure 3 illustrates this effect where 
nine lines were run over an SP (self-potential) 
anomaly in the Temagami area. The dip-angle 
anomaly is very poorly resolved due to the re 
gional south dips produced by an areally large 
conductor to the south of the map area. The con 
toured VLF-EM data yields a clearly defined 
anomaly which was located over the negative 
center of the SP.

THE FILTER AND ITS EFFECT ON 
ANOMALIES

The filler operator 

The filter operator was designed to meet the

following criteria:
1. It must phase shift the dip-angle data by 90 

degrees so that crossovers and inflections 
will be transformed into peaks to yield 
contourable quantities.

2. It must completely remove de and attenuate 
long spatial wavelengths to increase resolu 
tion of local anomalies.

3. It must not exaggerate the station-to- 
station random noise.

4. It must be simple to apply so that field 
personnel can make the calculations without 
difficulty.

The first two criteria are met by using a simple 
difference operator, i.e.

M, - M lt

where M\ and M t are any two consecutive data 
points.

The third criterion is met by applying a 
smoothing or low-pass operator to the differences, 
i.e.
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FEET

FIG. 2. Filtered data computed from the map of Figure 1.

, - M,) 4- - M,),

where M \, Mi, Mt, and M4 are any four consecu 
tive data points. The filtered output then is

t - M t) + KM*- M.) 

, 4 Af , - Af ! - M,].

4-

The final criterion is enhanced by eliminating 
the constant, so that the plotted function becomes

/s.. " (Af , 4- A/0 - (A/, 4 M,),

which is plotted midway between the Afj and M j 
dip-angle stations.

This filter has its frequency (wavenumber) 
response displayed in Figure 4, for a station spac 
ing of 50 ft. Its characteristics are as follows:

LAU frequencies arc shifted by 90 degrees. 
2. Noise having a wavelength equal to the

station spacing and de bias are completely
removed.

3. Maximum amplitude occurs for wavelengths 
of 250 ft, or five times the station spacing.

The frequency (wavenumber) response of the 
filter is shown for a station spacing of 50 ft, 
because this is the most suitable spacing for defin 
ing sulfide bodies within a few hundred feet of 
surface. This will be demonstrated below.

The dike model

A conducting dike in a VLF-EM field will 
produce a secondary induction field from eddy 
currents maintained in it by the primary field. 
These eddy currents will tend to flow in such a 
manner as to form line sources concentrated near 
the outer edges of the dike since the field is uni 
form (Figure 5a). This dike may be replaced by a 
loop of wire of dimensions traced out by the main 
current concentration in the dike. The secondary 
field geometry of the loop and dike then will be 
practically identical, as has been shown by Fraser 
(1966), Parry (1966), and Parry et al (1965). This
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FIG. 3. Dip-angle (upper map) and filtered data (lower map) over a small grid in the Temagami area. The arrow 
defines the VLF-EM primary field direction from the transmitter at Balboa, Panama.

allows a mathematical model of a dike to be 
constructed because the field from a line source is 
known.

For brevity, only a dike which is large in depth 
extent ant1 in length will be considered herein. 
Only the top line source of Figure 5a will con 
tribute to the measured dip angles because the 
other current line sources are very far away.

The horizontal Hsx and vertical Ilst secondary 
fields are (Figure 5b)

where k is a positive constant having the dimen 
sion of length and is related to the conductivity 
and dimensions of the dike, and where H0 is the 
primary VLF-EM strength at the dike. The 
measured dip angle is

..-.a-- f "-
LHsx + H

, T ** "l' ———————— L
Lkz + X** 2* J

a;1 4-z*

= tan

Model dip profiles can be computed for various 
depths t only by assuming a value for k.

As a means of testing the effect of the filter 
operator, a single k value was chosen to yield a



CHARACTERISTICS

(a) Amplitude is identically zero for zero frequency
(b) All frequencies ore phase shifted 90 degrees.
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FIG. 4. Frequency response of filter operator for station spacing of SO ft
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shape.

maximum dip angle of 35 degrees when depth z 
to top of dike (or line source) was 100 ft. Figure 
6 illustrates the dip angle and filtered profiles for 
this case for a station spacing of 50 ft and for 
several depth values.

The following are the main characteristics of 
these dike and filtered anomalies:

1. Peak-to-peak angles vary from 93 degrees 
for 2 = 50 ft to 25 degrees for 2 = 500 ft. 
Filtered peaks vary from 118 degrees for 
z = 50 f t to 8 degrees for z = 500 ft. Thus, the 
filter amplifies near-surface anomalies and 
attenuates deep-source anomalies. There is 
neither amplification nor attenuation when z 
is 100 ft.

2. On the basis of anomaly resolution and usual 
noise levels, dip angle data can detect dike- 
like conductors in a resistive medium to a

depth of 500 ft, while filtered data can detect 
such bodies to a depth of 300 ft. Conductors 
in the upper 200 ft generally will be more 
easily recognized on the filtered data.

VLF-EM data commonly is measured at 100- 
ft intervals in Canada. A change in the sample 
interval from the 50 ft recommended herein to 
KX) ft causes the passband curve of Figure 4 to 
shift to the left, such that the peak is at 2 X 10~* 
cpf rather than 4X10~' cpf. Similarly, the 
anomaly curves of Figure 6 remain correct in 
shape provided all distance dimensions are 
doubled. Consequently, detection of conductors 
to a depth of 500 ft, when utilizing the filter 
operator, might appear facilitated by use of a 
100-ftstation interval rather than a 50-ft interval. 
However, anomalies from near-surface conductors 
will have poorly defined waveforms for a 100-ft
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FIG. 6. Dip-angle (dashed) and Altered (solid) curves for model dike and sphere for several depths of burial, where
* is depth to top of dike and to center of sphere.
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data station interval, and will alias as deeper 
conductors. This "geologic noise" will somewhat 
confuse the contoured output. Generally, a 
comparison of the 50-ft data station dip angle 
profiles with the contoured filtered output suffices 
to indicate approximate depth to source and to 
allow recognition of sources deeper than 300 ft. 

As an aside, some geophysicists have claimed 
that a reasonable dike model depth estimate can 
be obtained directly as half the distance between 
dip angle peaks, because the vertical field Hs, 
peaks at x~±t. However, this formula is not 
applicable to dip-angle data, as can be seen by the 
dike curves of Figure 6. For this example, the 
formula provides erroneous depth estimates of 
150, 200, 325, 425, and 625 for true depths of 50, 
100, 200,300, and 500 ft.
The sphere model

A conducting sphere in a VLF-EM field will 
produce an anomaly according to equations in 
Ward (1967). For a traverse directly over a 
sphere having its center at depth z, and run in the 
direction of the primary field Ho, the anomaly is,

Hsx = kH0

Hs, = kH0

(2*2 - z2)

z2)25 '2

(x* + z2) 5 / 2

where k is a. positive constant which saturates at 
R*f2, where R is the sphere radius, and where 
quadrature is ignored. The measured dip angle 
as a function of station location x is (where x is 
zero directly over the sphere center),

, ( Hs' \a = tan~' l —————— J
\Hs, + H J

_ '

Model dip profiles can be computed for various 
depths z only by assuming a value for k. The 
sphere curves of Figure 6 assume a saturated k- 
valuc for a sphere radius of 50 ft. Obviously, a 
sphere having its center at a depth of greater 
than twice its radius generally will not bc detect 
able. However, the filter operator aids in the 
recognition of a spherical conductor because it 
amplifies the anomaly, for the small sphere sizes

usually encountered in nature, assuming data 
spacing is 50 f t

TOPOGRAPHIC BCTECT

Whittles (1969) recently described a topo 
graphic effect which may arise when surveying 
with VLF-EM in mountainous regions. The 
spatial wavelengths which result from the phe 
nomenon he describes are greatly attenuated by 
the filter and generally do not appear on the con 
toured maps. Whittles advocates the use of first 
derivatives to remove the topographic effect The 
filter operator described herein uses the first 
difference (i.e., the discrete first derivative) as one 
of its components.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS

The simplicity of the calculations allows practi 
cal application of the filter to any form of ground 
geophysical data which yields zero-crossings over 
tragets, such as vertical loop EM and Afmag. 
However, it is difficult to justify the use of the 
filter on vertical loop EM data because neither 
dynamic range of anomalies nor geologic noise 
is large. In Afmag, utilization of the filter is not 
recommended because of the varying direction of 
the primary field.

Airborne VLF-EM systems, which measure 
parameters yielding zero-crossings over targets, 
are being marketed. If the data were collected on 
magnetic tape, a computer could be used to apply 
the filter, thereby allowing contouring of the 
data. However, in this situation more sophisti 
cated filter operators should be employed.

If the filter is to be applied to data other than 
ground VLF-EM, the sample interval should be 
selected to ensure that the passband of the filter 
is correct relative to the frequency components of 
the anomalies sought.

CONCLUSIONS
A consideration of geologic noise and conductor 

shapes illustrates that VLF-EM data should be 
collected at 50-ft intervals, and that the de 
scribed filter operator should be employed. The 
filtered data, when contoured, provides a data 
presentation which simplifies interpretation. The 
filter also amplifies anomalies from near-surface, 
highly conducting ore pods which is an important 
feature in several mining districts such as at 
Tribag and Temagami, both in Ontario, and in 
Louvicourt Township of Quebec.
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tlon 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.O. 1990
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Transaction Number (office use)

Assessment Files Research Imaging

subsection 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act, 
ssesment work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this 
jrthem Development and Mines. 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury,

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
Name Client Numbert Number .

i (.f W l
Address 1 2. c, Telephone Number

Fax Number

Client Number

Address Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check (^) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.
Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs)

Physical: drilling stripping, 
trenching and associated assays

Rehabilitation

Work Type

Dates Work From To 
Performed Day^ fe | Month O^. | Year ^ ̂  DayJ3 | Monlhflf| Year f f

Global Positioning System Data (if available) Township/ Area . .- — . . . .. . . — 
7&CK J #GG*)HkA.[*f

M or G-Plan Number ,-
6-37/f 6-Sao7-

Office Use
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Total S Value of ̂  /-^ 
Work Claimed r/ 3'3Or
NTS Reference

Mining Division 1 f ^t i 
k6*ttA /-g

Resident Geologist ,. , A 
District /f/r/A^

/^

'/*ff^.

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name i

Address

Name

Address

Name

Address

'r;-^^nRT:r^^
*pp 0 f T^i'lA! i\ L u sjjj

TW

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

o i r\ /f c\ M
4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent 
1. , do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

(Print Name)

this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent"
Agent's Address

/3l
Telephone Number7-0 s- S 67-

Date

Fax Number

O?-" '03/97)



5. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to the mining 
land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link must accompany this 
form.

Mining Claim Number. Or if 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this 

column the location number 
indicated on the daim map.

eg

eg

eg

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB 7827

1234567

1234568

/a;?-^ *
/ai3 ^9- 4
/P25^S^

/SoC, 2k 2.
/3ioL 4/6
/2o(. 4o9
ya/9-?**

Column Totals

Number of Claim 
Units. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

3
JL
4-
f

J
l
1

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

526,825

0

S 8.892

*3,C 13.*b
*3fc?,0o
*i.32?:oD'

—
——
—

*S30?.fcD

Value of work 
applied to this 
daim.

N/A

524,000

S 4,000

* 3/3 oo, oo
S 9o^0o
*fyoo, Ob
400 .06

*530T.00

Value of work 
assigned to other 
mining claims.

524,000

0

0

*3k?"?-00

*?fc^60

*/ 32?,00

VB^O^.OO

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

12,825

0

54,892

l, , do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Print Full Name)

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to the claim 

where the work was done.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent Authorized in Writing Date

6. instruction for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check (S) in the boxes below to show how you wish to 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

D 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated.
D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or
D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or
D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

2 .1943 4
Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 

followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp

0241 (03/97)

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)

APR 2 ? 1999



Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

mat information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under section 8 of the 
g Act, this Information Is a public record. This Information wffi be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder, 
tons about this collection should be directed to a Provincial Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines 3rd Floor' 933 Ramsev Lake 
. Sudbury. Ontario, P3E 6B5.

Work Type
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l// F SbAU/BT
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Units of work
Depending on Ihe type of work, list the number of 
hours/day worked, metres of drilling, kilometres of 
grid line, number of samples, etc.

)Gfr l '2 K rv\

17Xm
i O DAY S

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

Cost Per Unit 
of work

*3.lto,toS#m
* /3tf, cc f/A m

i So.do f 6*y'

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

*2So?O.OC

*y; 2 8?. OL
* l S oo .00

uilauons of Filing Discounts:

Vork filed within two years of performance is claimed at 10007o of the above Total Value of Assessment Work, 
f work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 500Xo of the Total 
/alue of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

OTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 = Total S value of worked claimed.

e:
Vork older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
X recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a request for 
Fication and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the Minister may reject all 
art of the assessment work submitted.

tification verifying costs:

rr\

2.19434
do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably

(please print lull name)
etermined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying

laration of Work form as 1 am authorized to make this certification.
(recorded holder, agent, or stale company position with signing authority)

APR 2 1 1999
GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 

OFFICE



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 

May 13, 1999 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

ERIC JOSEPH MARION P3E 6B5 
126 DUNCAN AVENUE
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO Telephone: (888) 415-9846 
P2N-1Y5 Fax: (877)670-1555

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.19434

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9980.00279 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Bruce Gates by e-mail at 
bruce.gates@ndm.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5856.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 13756 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.19434 

Date Correspondence Sent: May 13, 1999 Assessor: Bruce Gates

Transaction First Claim 
Number Number
W9980.00279 1217798

Section:
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l Area(s) 
TECK, BERNHARDT

Status
Deemed Approval

Approval Date

May 13, 1999

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
ERIC JOSEPH MARION 
KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 13756
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